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INTRODUCTION 
Recent research efforts aimed at improving the detection of hard-alpha inclusions have 
emphasized the need for accurately modeling the responses from such weakly-reflecting 
inclusions. The need arises because of the rare natural occurrence of hard-alpha inclusions, and 
consequently, the lacks of suitable experimental samples. These difficulties lend impetus to the 
application of signal modeling to augment and extend the experimental data in assessing 
detectability. Currently, a new approach is being developed for the purpose of predicting time-
domain echoes from inclusions of specified morphology. This work is the continuation of our 
previous study of flat-bottomed holes [1-2] in constructing a methodology for estimating the 
probability of detection of flaws in titanium alloys based on a combination of physical and 
statistical models. 
In the following, a volumetric formulation is first derived from Auld's electromechanical 
reciprocity relationship under the Born approximation. A surface formulation is also derived 
using ad-hoc boundary conditions at the inclusion's surface. A numerical integration of the wave 
field over the Haw surface/volume is then utilized to obtain the ultrasonic response. Preliminary 
results of model calculations for the response of seeded, synthetic hard-alpha inclusions are 
presented and compared with experimental data. 
THEORY 
The ultrasonic modeling of inclusion signals utilized here is derived within the context of 
Auld's reciprocity formula [3], which relates the electromagnetic measurements at the port of a 
piezoelectric transducer to the wavefields in the vicinity of the flaw. Following an approach 
similar to that of Thompson-Gray measurement model [4], the effects of beam propagation, 
material attenuation, interface transmission and transducer efficiency are taken into account. the 
resulting models are able to provide complete and accurate predictions of inclusion waveforms as 
seen on an oscillo-scope on the absolute scale. In this work, we consider two new models 
developed along this line, with the effort being focused by the problem of predicting the response 
of inclusions of cylindrical shape at normal incidence. Note that in both models the paraxial 
approximation is utilized which allows the propagation of both incident and scattered wave fields 
be described based on a beam model using Gauss-Hermite series expansions [5]. 
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In order to reduce the modeling complexity and hence the computation time, various 
approximations are often necessary to accommodate the constraints of the memory and 
processing capacity of the available computing platforms. In modeling weak scatterers such as 
unvoided hard-alpha inclusions, one good choice is the Born approximation which has been 
extensively studied in the literature (see for example [6-7]). This approximation greatly simplifies 
the modeling effort by replacing the otherwise unknown scattered field quantities, appearing 
within certain integrals, by their incident counterparts on the surface or within the volume of the 
flaw. In our new formulation of the first model, the Auld's surface reciprocity relationship was 
first converted into a volumetric form via Gauss' theorem. The paraxial approximation for beam 
propagation and the Born approximation for scattering were then utilized to reduce the new form 
to a three-dimensional volumetric integral involving the square of incident displacement field and 
the inclusion properties. Numerical integration was then employed to carry out the computation. 
The second model is an ad-hoc surface formulation which represents a natural extension to 
our recent approach combining the high-frequency Kirchhoff approximation with numerical 
integration in a flat-bottom hole study [1]. In that approach, the Kirchhoff approximation along 
with other simplifications is used to simplify the integrals resulting from Auld's reciprocity 
relation. This simplification allows the scattered flaw response be approximated by a two-
dimensional numerical integration, over the flaw surface, of the square of the incident field. In 
present case of scattering from inclusion, the Kirchhoff assumption is replaced by ad-hoc 
boundary conditions on the inclusion-host interface. The resulting formulation is close to 
previous work, except that an additional surface integration over the inclusion back wall and a 
factor for time delay between front and back wall are needed. 
Symbolically, the frequency domain component of the new volumetric Born model and 
surface ad-hoc model can be both summarized in the following expressions: 
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After all frequency components within the transducer bandwidth are evaluated, the time 
domain signal can then be obtained via fast Fourier transform. Similar to our previous model for 
flat-bottomed holes [1], the "probe efficiency factor" (as shown in above equation) of the 
inspection system was deduced from a measured rf "reference" signal, for which backsurface 
echoes obtained from a fused quartz plate were normally used. This reference signal and certain 
geometry and material parameters, as will be described later, are the necessary inputs to either 
model in calculating the predictions. 
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The ad-hoc surface model provides a simple and fast tool in predicting the ultrasonic 
inclusion responses, especially when large quantities of C-scan simulation are required. However, 
since this model approximates the scattered field by specularly reflected wave components only, 
larger modeling errors are expected when beam and inclusion axes are at a large angle for which 
the reflected waves are no longer the dominant components. The new Born volumetric model is 
superior to previous inclusion models in that it is readily applied to weak inclusions of arbitrary 
morphology as long as the geometry, material and acoustic properties (or their close estimates) 
are available everywhere within the inclusion boundaries. The trade-off is that the three-
dimensional volumetric integration will consume extra computing time comparing with the ad-hoc 
model's double, two-dimensional surface integrations. As we tested out on various platforms, 
however, for moderate frequency bandwidth (typically 2-10 MHz) and inclusion size (Imm or 
smaller), the computation time are still in the acceptable range of 5 - 15 minutes, even using low-
end 486 personal computers. 
EXPERIMENT VALIDATION 
We have validated the ultrasonic models described above using experimental data obtained 
from seeded titanium samples. Two rectangular blocks fabricated from a Ti-6AI-4V ring forging 
were examined. One block (hereafter labeled as block A) has dimensions of 
11.5"(L)xT'(W)x3"(H), and the other (block B) is of 1O.125"(L)x4.75"(W)x3"(H). Both block 
A and B contain synthetic hard-alpha (SHA) inclusions of pure titanium in cylindrical shape with 
aspect ratio I: I, i.e. diameter equals to height. These inclusions were specially prepared [8] to 
accommodate prescribed nitrogen and oxygen concentrations for the purpose of simulating the 
real hard-alpha defects. A total of 64 SHA' s of 2.71 wt. % nitrogen and 0.387 wt. % oxygen were 
embedded into block A by diffusion bonding techniques. 16 each of sizes #2 to #5, all normal to 
the front (Lx W) surface with the tops of the inclusions at a depth of I" in the H dimension. The 
density and longitudinal wave speed of the SHA's were measured to be 4.56 gm/cm' and 0.657 
cm/~s, respectively [8]. Here we have adopted the nat-bottomed hole standard that size # I 
represents the actual dimension of 1"/64, etc. Block B was manufactured in similar configuration 
containing SHA' s of sizes #2 to #5 at 1" depth, normal to the front surface; but with only 8 of 
each size and different compositions of 5.88 wt.% nitrogen and 0.465 wt.% oxygen. The 
measured density of SHA's in block B is 4.64 gm/cm" and the longitudinal wave speed was 
estimated to be 0.715 cm/~s. Two focused transducers were used to collect A- and C-scan data. 
The first transducer (hereafter as transducer A) is a 5 MHz broadband immersion type of I" 
diameter with measured true focal length 8.4" (where the field value peaks up) and deduced 
geometrical focal length 10.8" in water. The second (transducer B) is also a broadband 
transducer of 10 MHz. IS' diameter. Its measured true focal length is 9.3" and estimated 
geometrical focal length is 9.8". For the C-scan data, lOx 10 mils spatial scan increments were set 
for transducer A. while 5x5 mils resolutions were used for transducer B. Three waterpaths were 
chosen so that the focal depths were OS', 1" and 1.25" below the front surface. 
The accuracy of the signal modeling is illustrated in Fig. I, which compares experimental rf 
waveforms with the predictions of the two models for a typical #5 SHA in block A. Here 
transducer A was used to produce a normally incident beam focused on the inclusion. It is seen 
that the absolute amplitude and phase predicted by both models are in good agreement with the 
experiment. Note that, in the Born model prediction, a slight time delay is also seen for the 
phase-reversed back wall echo. This was expected since, in the Born model, the total fields were 
approximated by the incident wave, a procedure which does not account for the wave speed 
difference between the inclusion and the host media. Table I compares the overall peak-peak 
amplitudes for SHA's of sizes #4 and #5 under some conditions. The experimental amplitUdes 
listed are the average of 6 representative values out of 16 SHA's of each size. One can observe 
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Figure 1. Absolute amplitude and phase comparisons between model and experiment for a typical 
#5 SHA in block A using transducer A at normal-incidence with the beam focused on the SHA's. 
that the agreements are even better, to within 7% relative error, because the SHA signal 
fluctuations due to the microstructure change are smoothed out on the average. 
In Fig. 2, the peak-to-peak amplitudes of averaged experimental data and model predictions 
are plotted vs. various SHA sizes for block B using transducer A at normal incidence, focused 
OS' above SHA's. Very good agreement are also achieved between the model and experiment 
except for size #2, where the experimental data recorded are actually noise values, denoted as on 
"noise floor". In the corresponding C-scan data from which the peak-peak SHA amplitudes were 
extracted, none of the #2 SHA signals can be identified above the noise level. Both models have 
correctly confirmed this by predicting lower peak amplitudes. It is also clearly seen that wiggly 
structures appear in both model curves at the region of the three smaller sizes. This may 
attributes to the phase interferences of the echoes of finite pulse length between front and back 
walls of the inclusions. Finally, the summary of model predictions and corresponding experiment 
results are given in Table 2 for all normal-incidence cases observed in block B at three focal depth 
using both transducers. Owing to the higher impedance mismatch between the SHA and host 
titanium in block B as compared to block A, the weak scattering limit is less appropriate and the 
Born model predicts lower peak amplitudes for almost all cases. A separate study involving 
spherical inclusion has validated this underestimate situation. Also note that in some cases when 
either missed data or noise floor occurs as indicated, the comparison between model and 
experiment may be misleading and caution should be taken. Nevertheless, for those cases in 
which the SHA signals are cleady detected, good absolute agreements are generally maintained. 
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Table I. Peak-peak signal amplitude comparisons between model and experiment using block A 
and transducer A at normal-incidence, focused on SHA's. 
SHA Size Experiment Born Model Ad-hoc Model (mv) 
#4 337 355 359 
#5 247 234 241 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS 
We report the development of two new inclusion models and the preliminary results of 
validating these models using experimental data obtained from synthetic hard-alpha inclusions of 
cylindrical shape. Overall good agreement are observed. As noted earlier, the major advantage of 
the approach utilizing the Born approximation is that it is readily extended to more complex flaw 
morphologies. representative of naturally occurring hard-alpha inclusions. More systematic test 
runs are necessary to quantify how the performance of the models is limited by inclusion size and 
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Figure 2. Peak-peak signal comparisons between model and experiment on block Busing 
transducer A at normal incidence. focused as' above SHA's. 
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Table 2. Summary of averaged peak-peak SHA signals and the corresponding standard deviations 
(denoted by EXPT) as measured from block B for all normal-incidence cases using both 
transducers A and B. Letter N associated with some cases denotes noise floor in which no SHA 
signal can be identified, while letter M denotes that some SHA signals were missed from the total 
8 SHA's of that size. Values in parentheses and brackets are the corresponding model 
predictions. ADHC represents the ad-hoc model and BORN denotes the Born model. 
Transducer Focal Depth Peak-Peak Signal Amplitude per SHA Size (mv) 
#5 #4 #3 #2 
A 1 " 624 ll8 393 31 246 54M 177 38N EXPT 
[542] [370 ] [244] [80 ] ADHC 
(514) (351 ) (194 ) (91) BORN 
A 1.25" 526 95 337 26 228 43M 151 24N 
[484] [321] [218] [67] 
(472) (319) (187 ) (75 ) 
A 0.5" 494 97 292 34 181 50M 155 36N 
[447] [300] [187] [ 61] 
(407) (270 ) (151) (72) 
B 1 " 364 34 252 15 164 32 90 24M 
[285] [215] [147] [70 
(413 ) (217 ) (147) (70 ) 
B 1. 25" 219 22 156 9 101 17 63 10M 
[176] [131] [88] [44] 
(197) (142) (89) (41 ) 
B 0.5" 195 22 125 67 80 18 47 15M 
[154] [ll2] [70] [35] 
(158) (104 ) ( 69) (33 ) 
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